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The 'Lib4RI-Update' has gone digital!
Bye-bye printed Lib4RI-Update! After 16 issues of the printed version, you will get all future Updates by
e-mail. An electronic newsletter allows us to reach a wider audience and it helps to save paper. Digital
copies of all past and future Updates can be downloaded from our archive at lib4ri.ch.
Our newsletter is work in progress and is constantly evolving. Whether praise or criticism, do not hesitate
to contact us by e-mail – your feedback is very welcome! Continue reading.
Als Mitarbeiter an einem der vier Forschungsinstitute im ETH-Bereich erhalten Sie diese E-Mail automatisch.
Möchten Sie diese Nachricht zukünftig nicht mehr erhalten können Sie sich hier abmelden.
As an employee at one of the four research institutes within the ETH domain, you will receive this e-mail
automatically. If you prefer not to receive this newsletter you can unsubscribe here.

Submit the Correct Version of Your Article to DORA
Most articles in DORA can be made freely accessible to everyone without any additional costs, neither
for you as the author, nor for the reader (Green Road to Open Access). This gets you a wider audience
to increase your research impact and facilitates compliance with Open Access policies of research
funders. However, it can be a bit tricky to choose the right version of your work to share. Here we outline
the different versions of your article, each version corresponding to the different stages of the peer review
and publication process.

There are three distinct versions that authors should become familiar with when submitting their work to
DORA: the submitted version, the accepted version and the published version. Continue reading.
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Lib4RI Training Series: Grab One of the Last Seats Left
Once again we would like to express our sincere gratitude for your steady
participation in our training series with currently more than 220 registrations just
this autumn. Your continuing interest in our courses is our best motivation. There
are a couple of seats left for some of the modules offered this autumn, so if you
haven’t already done so, take your chance and register or continue reading.
Updated Open Access Guidelines at Eawag and Empa
Eawag and Empa are committed to disseminating their research and scholarship
as widely as possible. In the context of two recent directives (19-08 at Eawag and
MBH-4.2.9 at Empa, intranet only), both institutions have revised the eligibility
criteria for their Open Access Publishing Funds. Continue reading for Eawag or
Empa.
Lib4RI is Strengthening its Open-Source Engagement
Islandora is the key software framework behind the institutional repository DORA
and is built on top of Drupal, Solr and Fedora Commons. By extending and
customizing the functionality of DORA, Lib4RI has acquired some expertise on
how to work with and contribute to such open-source projects. This expertise is
increasingly considered a valuable contribution to the open-source community.
Continue reading.

Recommended Reads
Open-Access Deals in Sweden and Germany
New agreements will make thousands of Swedish
and German research articles accessible.
Continue reading at the National Library of
Sweden or at Science. Open Access negotiations
in Switzerland are still ongoing. Continue reading
at Swiss Universities.
Plan S – Politicians and R&D funders ‘finally
pushing in same direction’ on science
publishing
A major push by science funding agencies in
Europe to make the research they back freely
available at the point of publication is the world's
best chance of fundamentally altering scientific
publishing, says the new coordinator of Plan S,
Johan Rooryck. Continue reading at Science
Business.
The University of Cambridge has also compiled a
list of Plan S FAQs that might be helpful in this

What to Consider when Asked to Peer Review
a Manuscript
COPE's guidance on what to consider when you
are asked to peer review a manuscript, presented
as a flowchart and laying out the steps in the
decision process that you might go through to
decide whether or not you should accept the
request. Continue reading at COPE.
How can Open Science benefit your career?
Why, even if you don’t care about the values that
are promoted by Open Science, Open Science
can benefit your career and therefore why you
should still abide by the practices. Continue
reading at Open Science MOOC.
Legal Compendium on Open Science:
Guideline Answers Legal Questions
Practicing open science poses a variety of
challenges to researchers. These include legal
issues. This new compendium provided by the

regard. Continue reading at University of
Cambridge.
EMBO and ASAPbio to launch a pre-journal
portable review platform
EMBO Press and ASAPbio have partnered to
create Review Commons, a platform that peerreviews research manuscripts in the life sciences
before submission to a journal. Continue reading
at EMBO Press or at ASAPbio.

Hamburg Open Science Programme aims to
inform about key legal issues in connection with
open science. Continue reading at ZBW (in
German).
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